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ABSTRACT
Using hundreds of thousands of compromised IoT devices, the Mirai
botnet emerged in late 2016 as a game changing threat actor, capable
of temporarily taking down major Internet service providers and
Internet infrastructure. Since then, dozens of variants of IoT-based
botnets have sprung up, and in today’s Internet distributed denialof-service attacks from IoT devices have become a major attack
vector. This proliferation was significantly driven by the public
distribution of the Mirai source code, which other actors used to
create their own, customized version of the original Mirai botnet.
In this paper we provide a comprehensive view into the ongoing battle over the Internet of Things fought by Mirai and its
many siblings. Using 7,500 IoT honeypots, we show that we can use
300,000,000 compromisation attempts from infected IoT devices as
well as a design flaw in Mirai’s random number generator to obtain
insights into Mirai infections worldwide. We find that networks
and the particular malware strains that plague them are tightly connected, and malware authors over time take over strategies from
their competitors. The most surprising finding is that epidemiologically, IoT botnets are not self-sustaining: were it not for continuous
pushes from bootstrapping, Mirai and its variants would die out.
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INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the Mirai botnet in late 2016 fundamentally
changed the Internet threat landscape. Although the risk of insufficiently protected Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices was long known,
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the problem made the front pages when its initial distributed denialof-service (DDoS) attacks exceeded volumes of 600 Gbps, crippling
major Internet infrastructure and service providers such as OVH
[2] or Dyn [1]. The first attack by an IoT botnet doubled previous
attack volumes from the get go, and in the coming weeks would
continue to increase to break the 1 Tbps threshold [8].
This did not only capture the attention of the general public
and defenders, but also the imagination of perpetrators. Soon after,
the source code of Mirai was published online [5], leading copycats to release clones of Mirai-based IoT malware. Named “MIORI”,
“JOSHO”, or “MASUTA”, these variants are directly derived from the
Mirai source code, copying the core framework and essential routines for scanning, infection and communication, but also feature
actor-specific modifications to passwords, the way the malware
identifies itself, and the C&C servers bots report back to.
Trivial access of the source and the abundance of vulnerable devices has led to a plethora of Mirai variants, which are fighting over
control over the millions of IoT devices deployed worldwide. In this
paper, we are examining this battle between Mirai and its siblings
that have emerged since. To do this, we leverage the fact that the
Mirai botnet behaves like a worm, using an infected IoT device to
scan the Internet for other devices it could potentially compromise.
With an installation of 7,500 IoT honeypots, we are collecting these
infection attempts, and can turn 300,000,000 received compromisation attempts into a real-time view which devices around the world
are infected at a given moment with a particular strain.
One of the core features across Mirai and all its variants is how
it searches for victims. To avoid sequential port scanning that is
trivially detected, the malware selects targets based on randomly
generated destination IP addresses, and for which the authors designed their own random number generator (RNG). As we will show,
this design has severe flaws, allowing us to break the seed based on
information from a single incoming packet. This insight can then
be used to learn about the lifetime of the infection on the device
itself. With this work, we are making the following contributions:
• We are the first to provide a comprehensive view into the
infection and reinfection behavior of IoT devices. We demonstrate that it is possible to exploit structural weaknesses in
Mirai’s RNG to extract the precise moment of compromisation, which we use to understand the lifetime of infections.
• We show that IoT devices are under intense attack by a
plethora of actors. We follow the activities of 39 variants
and analyze how they infect and retain control over some
200,000 unsecured devices. We find that compromised hosts
frequently change “ownership” through reboots and reinfections, but also based on hostile takeovers by other actors.
• We show that IoT malware crashes comparatively quickly
on routers, and there are clear differences between particular
malware strains and the network devices are placed in.
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Figure 1: Adversaries bootstrap using loaders, targeting a
predefined list of devices. Compromised hosts report to a
C&C and randomly target IP addresses to proliferate.

• We provide the first epidemiological quantification of Mirai,
and show that epidemiologically speaking, Mirai is not a
self-sustaining worm and would die out if it would not be
for the bootstrapping infrastructure that constantly spreads
reinfections to vulnerable devices.
• We find evidence of specialization of malware authors towards specific victim groups. Strains use information about
devices in particular networks to gain a competitive advantage, yet malware owners observe their competition and
adapt their password lists with information from their rivals.
• We demonstrate that adversaries are making deliberate efforts to evade network ranges and thus avoid detection by
common measurement initiatives.
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THE MIRAI BOTNET

While attacks on IoT devices have become common place, the advent of Mirai as the first major IoT malware was a milestone in
Internet security. Japanese for “future”, the IoT malware became
front-page news when its attacks severely impacted major Internet
infrastructure and service providers in DDoS attacks. To understand how Mirai operates, we begin with an overview of the system
infrastructure and the way it targets victims.

2.1

System Infrastructure

The ecosystem of the Mirai botnet consists of three main components as shown in figure 1: a loader to bootstrap the botnet, the
compromised routers themselves, and the command-and-control
(C&C) server to which bots report back and obtain instructions
from. Connections to the C&C are made using a plain TCP socket,
on an address and port hardcoded in the source. The control protocol is very simple, with instructions in binary status codes. Core of
the botnet are the compromised IoT devices, which are responsible
for spreading the infection further. To this end, they independently
scan the Internet for devices responding on specific ports. When
configured to search for telnet, they target ports 23 and 2323.
As adversaries would avoid to do the first initial scan and compromisation activities from their own IP address, the Mirai toolchain
includes a loader mechanism, which is provided with a list of devices, for example powerful hosts with a high-bandwidth network
connection. These devices are then used to start the scanning and
infection activities, thereby bootstrapping the Mirai installation.

2.2

Mirai Behavior

Certain implementation choices of Mirai create unique behavioral
characteristics that can be efficiently fingerprinted. At a high level,
the Mirai IoT malware pursues three different objectives after the
infection of a device: first, it closes the entry point (typically telnet
on TCP port 23, which is also the focus of this paper) in order to gain
exclusivity over the compromised device. Second, the malware will
start a continuous scan for other devices and if it identifies an open
telnet port it begins to brute force based on a built-in credential
list. And third, it establishes a connection with the C&C server
hardcoded in the source and executes commands it receives. Figure
2 shows an excerpt of the Mirai source, which we will discuss in the
following, with these three tasks spawned in main() (see marker
1 in figure 2).
⃝
When targeting telnet, Mirai will attempt to bind to port 23. If
this is not possible, it tries to shut down the other telnet process
through which other logins could take place. In killer_init(),
2
it identifies and kills the process that has bound to this port ⃝,
thereby locking the router down for the duration of the infection.
Mirai and its descendants are however non-persistent, so after a
reboot the device is restored to its pre-infected, vulnerable state. It
will spin up its original telnet process, and is ready for reinfection.
As one of its first actions, the Mirai malware forks off a separate
thread that performs an Internet-wide scan for other IoT devices. As
shown in scanner_init(), it begins by re-initializing the random
3 and choosing a random source port
number generator (RNG) ⃝
4 It then prepares the IP and TCP
in the range of [1024, 65535] ⃝.
header it will use for subsequent scan packets. In an infinite loop,
5
it chooses random IP addresses as target (get_random_ip()) ⃝,
sets a random IP ID for the packet and chooses port 23 or 2323 as
6 Every IP is probed 10 times before continuing. In case of
port ⃝.
a response, Mirai will start to brute force the login using a local
dictionary.
Target Selection and Randomness Generation. A number of packetspecific information in the TCP SYN scans sent by Mirai are populated based on output from the RNG, most importantly the destination IP address, source port, and IP ID. This RNG is seeded at
startup and again at the fork of the thread with the current time
in epochs, the process IDs of the main() and the scanning thread,
and the number of clock ticks since the current process has been
started (which resets in the scanning thread due to the fork). These
functions return 32, 15, 15, and 32 bit values respectively, and are
used to initialize register variables x, y, z and w used in each iteration. Although this would naively imply 94 bits of entropy in the
RNG seed, in practice most bits are entirely predictable.
The RNG itself follows a linear shift feedback register design
(LFSR), with four XOR operations and three bit shift operations.
The inner workings are depicted in figure 3, which shows the state
initialization and the generation routine. After the initialization of
(x, y, z, w ) with environment variables, in each iteration, the left
and the right most internal state variables are repeatedly combined
with bit-shifts and XOR operations to compute the value of the
internal state variable w, which is at the same time the generated
random number. Note that the generated randomness is directly
taken from the internal state without any output transformation,
and thus leaks the state information to the outside. The content of
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y

<latexit sha1_base64="PgJLuMlB1JpKNiXzalJ6hjImcI4=">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</latexit>

yi

xi
<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">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</latexit>

zi

<< 11

<latexit sha1_base64="ANUw8tm//UcjCq+WtS+m0pvdGOM=">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</latexit>

wi
<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="7BZh6bVtT/A9r8VVFK0uUj6GUV8=">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</latexit>

>> 19
<latexit sha1_base64="ezlujJjdw66AzuXKHw0N3TCDQws=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="i3f3jKwd2ojnqnPiReEG4JDUAmY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

>> 8
<latexit sha1_base64="OBktQXu87W3qPHMUZClnD5J8/HY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eggj1WmmZCwg9kmF2L7TJ+uPCJk=">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</latexit>

// scanner.c

xi + 1

void scanner_init(void) {
int i;
uint16_t source_port;
…
// Let parent continue on main thread
scanner_pid = fork();
…
LOCAL_ADDR = util_local_addr();

<latexit sha1_base64="SJdCZfJ4cup9hgHfVEMm4H9qZM8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

yi + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="9zS8Rzq7eCac/LqzP8I68d8F2WM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WwKc7NplX0IcdFP/POWlSogb7zE=">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</latexit>

zi+1
<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

wi + 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Mc4sKacM5k2ABFxjVY1ecEGs/+U=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SFhetW3MITQRL10UDtMYSi9gPaw=">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</latexit>

rand_next()

Figure 3: RNG initialization and generation.
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rand_init();
fake_time = time(NULL);
…
do {
source_port = rand_next() & 0xffff;
} while (ntohs(source_port) < 1024);
<latexit sha1_base64="WmhjHsQJVIflIRhMCd0+UYAKSHw=">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</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="YVK4/0UmtrQSlFVt5V8TUvTI5BA=">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</latexit>

struct iph = (struct iphdr *)scanner_rawpkt;
struct tcphdr *tcph = (struct tcphdr *)(iph + 1);
…
iph->id = rand_next();
…
tcph->dest = htons(23);
tcph->source = source_port;
tcph->doff = 5;
tcph->syn = TRUE;
…
while (TRUE) {
…
for (i = 0; i < SCANNER_RAW_PPS; i++) {
struct sockaddr_in paddr = {0};
struct iphdr *iph = (struct iphdr *)scanner_rawpkt;
struct tcphdr *tcph = (struct tcphdr *)(iph + 1);
iph->id = rand_next();
iph->saddr = LOCAL_ADDR;
iph->daddr = get_random_ip();
iph->check = 0;
iph->check = checksum_generic((uint16_t *)iph,
sizeof (struct iphdr));
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<latexit sha1_base64="2qtVF8HyFuaqVNTGEwpPXFYAZ6Q=">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</latexit>

if (i % 10 == 0) {
tcph->dest = htons(2323);
}else{
tcph->dest = htons(23);
}

getppid()

<latexit sha1_base64="Zl1QnpiueuMAiAD4aesP2wfcL4U=">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</latexit>

Number Generation

int main(int argc, char **args) {
…
rand_init();
…
scanner_init();
…
killer_init();
…
while (TRUE) {
…
establish_connection(); // CNC connection
}
}

getpid()

<latexit sha1_base64="kMjtpGKty/2OMY0yNpLmERl84yk=">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</latexit>

Initialization

// main.c
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<latexit sha1_base64="q2m8US10gzzE3Tji/XVYvO9VU9I=">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</latexit>

tcph->seq = iph->daddr;
…
sendto(rsck, scanner_rawpkt, sizeof (scanner_rawpkt),
MSG_NOSIGNAL, (struct sockaddr *)&paddr, sizeof (paddr));
}
static ipv4_t get_random_ip(void) {
uint32_t tmp;
uint8_t o1, o2, o3, o4;
do {
tmp = rand_next();
o1 = tmp & 0xff;
o2 = (tmp >> 8) & 0xff;
o3 = (tmp >> 16) & 0xff;
o4 = (tmp >> 24) & 0xff;
while (o1 == 127 ||// 127.0.0.0/8
- Loopback
(o1 == 0) ||
// 0.0.0.0/8
- Invalid address space
(o1 == 15 || o1 == 16) || // 15.0.0.0/7 - Hewlett-Packard Company
… ); // Truncated, includes more blacklists
return INET_ADDR(o1,o2,o3,o4);
}

// rand.c
static uint32_t x, y, z, w;
void rand_init(void) {
x = time(NULL);
y = getpid() ^ getppid();
z = clock();
w = z ^ y;
}
uint32_t rand_next(void) { //period 2^96-1
uint32_t t = x;
t ^= t << 11;
t ^= t >> 8;
x = y; y = z; z = w;
w ^= w >> 19;
w ^= t;
return w;
}

Figure 2: Selection of the Mirai source code, responsible for
the creation of scanning packets [4]

the remaining three state variables is shifted by one field to the left,
thus the next random number directly depends on the last random
number generated as well as the one from three iterations ago.
While rand_next() generates a 32-bit value, its output is truncated when used for the source port and IP ID to the lower 16 bits.
Mirai also rejects values lower than 1024 when setting the source
port to avoid privileged ports, as well as when the generated target
is part of specific IP ranges the malware author chose to skip. The
excerpt shows that in case of an IP address on the local loopback
address (127.0.0.0/8), the 15.0.0.0/8 and 16.0.0.0/8 net blocks a new
value is drawn. These lists are hardcoded in the source, figure 2
shows a truncated list for readability.

3

RELATED WORK

Over the past two decades, security researchers have tried to identify, analyze and mitigate botnets. One of the first of its kind was
Cooke et al. [16], who demonstrated that the activity of botnets may
be captured and analyzed by deploying honeypots. While research
has studied botnet identification and mitigation, limited focus has
been put into analyzing why some botnets are more successful than
others, and how the increase in botnets has prompted botmasters
to compete with each other for control of devices. The relative ease
to build botnets and the disruptive power they possess rallied researchers to create detection and mitigation methods for this threat.
Although many methods have been proposed [11, 22, 27, 32, 41, 42],
the continuous evolution of botnets remains a constant challenge
for the disruption of these networks [9, 23, 30, 36, 38].
One such evolution is the use of poorly configured Internet-ofThings (IoT) devices to build a botnet, which has since gained a
lot of attention of the security community [26, 29, 31, 34, 35, 45].
When the source code of the IoT-based botnet Mirai was publicly
shared [5], new actors could bootstrap their own botnet with ease.
Antonakakis et al. [8] gave the first comprehensive understanding
of this botnet and the effect of the shared source code, describing
that new, specialized variants spawned off from Mirai. We build
on this large foundation of studies to show the impact of these
evolutions, and how botmasters evolve to trump their competition.
While the source code leak of Mirai enabled many actors to join
the IoT game, the raised awareness of these new threats prompted
device owners to protect their devices [15]. As a result, the share of
devices available to actors has decreased. As the scale of a botnet
is important for its monetization [13], by for example using the
computation power of infected devices for cryptocurrency mining

[10], botmasters have found an increasing number of ways to infect
devices. While new infection vectors have been added to also the
descendants of Mirai [8], the most commonly probed service is
still the telnet port used in the original version of Mirai [24]. The
impact of these evolutions on the size and geographic distribution
of botnets has yet to be evaluated in the scientific community.
Several works have analyzed the structure and infrastructure
behind the original Mirai IoT botnet. [26] show the communication
pattern between Mirai bots and loader, and show how Hajime
has evolved beyond the original Mirai. [44] performed a forensic
analysis of the original Mirai botnet, among others on encoded user
credentials. The authors call upon further research to focus on the
customizations of Mirai to find these artifacts in them as well. [29]
has provided an overview of a handful of Mirai variants, among
them Hajime, Persirai and Brickerbot, show how these variants are
used and how they have changed their infection behavior from the
original Mirai botnet. Furthermore, [17] found there to be many
different password combinations in use by various IoT malwares,
[19] showed a link between password lists and used tooling during
brute forcing. Similar to the other related work, these papers have
also not identified the differences in success between botnets.
Other IoT botnets have also been examined by the security
community, with [25] analyzing the Hajime botnet in-depth, [40]
surveying the BlackIoT botnet and many reports from industry
[20, 33, 37, 39]. Similar to the works on the original Mirai botnet,
these papers focus on one botnet and do not analyze the effect of
multiple botnets competing for the same IoT devices.
In this work, we go beyond the state of the art by answering
two major questions that were put up but remained unanswered
in previous work. First, what is the interaction and competitive
behavior of the plethora of IoT and specifically Mirai malware
strains in the wild? And second, which factors determine how
successful a particular malware can spread? We extend the work of
Antonakakis et al. [8] and in this paper additionally investigate the
evolution of Mirai-based botnets and how these adaptations relate
to the regions they infect. We do this by introducing a novel way to
identify the exact moment a device was compromized, a technique
that we also use to track the lifetime of an infection, which allows
us to accurately trace the infection characteristics of Mirai and its
descendants.

4

DATASET

The analysis in this paper is made possible through the combination
of three datasets listed in table 1, each capturing a different aspect
of the world-wide phenomenon of an IoT botnet. First, we use a
large network telescope to capture the scanning behavior at scale of
infected Mirai instances looking for other vulnerable hosts. Second,
we operate an installation of 7,500 honeypots to determine which
particular strain an IoT device is infected with. And third, we use
operator netflows to assess the behavior of the botnet at large. We
will describe each of these datasets in more detail in the following.
Telescope. As soon as a device is infected by a Mirai variant, it
immediately starts scanning the Internet for other vulnerable hosts.
This scanning routine is based on specifically crafted and injected
packets, and thus displays some implementation particularities.
For instance, the TCP sequence number will always be set to the

Dataset

Size
(Jan-Mar 18)

Purpose

Telescope
Honeypots

1.2 TB
213 GB

Netflows

569 GB

Infected devices, RNG analysis
Variant+behavior identification, credentials,
staging servers
Verification and coverage analysis,
blacklisting analysis

Table 1: Datasets used in this study.

User agent
in home / DC
networks

Internet

Network
telescope
of unused
IP addresses

Honeytrack

Figure 4: The Honeytrack system routes compromization requests into a separate, virtualized environment.

destination IP, and on startup a Mirai instance picks random values
for window size and source port it will use for every packet until
the infection is removed. This allows us to link incoming packets
to those potentially sent by Mirai.
In order to confidently arrive at an estimate how many and which
devices are potentially infected by Mirai, we use a large network
telescope consisting of three partially populated /16 networks with
∼65,000 IP addresses. As dark IP addresses, these addresses will
only receive scans and Internet backscatter, which can be easily
separated based on the TCP SYN or SYN+ACK flags [12]. As Mirai’s
target selection is random, the large size of the telescope – we
monitor about one in 65,000 IP addresses on the Internet – will
allow us to quantify and track how long infections are active.
The Honeytrack IoT system. While the telescope provides
a basis for counting and tracking a particular infection based on
header values, it does not reveal which malware strain has currently
infected a device. For this, we developed a distributed honeypot
system, consisting of an endpoint agent and a backend environment visualized in figure 4. The agent listens on TCP port 23 and
transparently tunnels incoming packets to an environment where
IoT devices are emulated. Incoming requests are randomly allocated
to one of eight system images (based on the most common banners in a Censys telnet survey), exposing a fully functional (high
engagement) but virtualized IoT device. Once a connection is made,
the same IP will always be be connected to the same device again,
which is subsequently serialized to preserve state if the attacker
would be coming back.
Over a period of 6 weeks, 7,500 honeypots were deployed in 3
home ISP networks, 2 network ranges of a public cloud, as well as
three network ranges of an enterprise network where they were

interleaved on unused IPs between active systems, so that the honeypots would blend in. For this permission of the network owners
was sought via the established approval mechanisms. The installation recorded a total of 300,000,000 login attempts from 203,920
unique sources, which during the brute forcing would reveal their
hard-coded password list as well as the malware strain. This is possible as the Mirai botnet does not immediately test whether it has
successfully logged in with one of the passwords it has sent. Instead,
the malware sends a username/password combination followed by
a set of commands, the last one being /bin/busybox MIRAI to the
tested device. This has two purposes. If the username/password
combination was correct, the command string gets executed. If
none of the credentials worked, the busybox command is just another username. If the credentials were correct and the command
executed, a router running busybox would respond with “MIRAI:
applet not found”, while a host without would throw an error. Mirai
thus knows from the response whether a credential was correct and
the system runs busybox. When later botmasters recycled Mirai’s
source code to change their own IoT variants, they changed the
busybox string. By providing a login and a working shell environment, we can thus track with Honeytrack which variant attacks,
and whether it was modified to contain different or new credentials.
To assess the role of Mirai and its variants in the entire spectrum
of actors targeting telnet and the IoT, we tracked all source IPs
that scanned or attempted login over the entire observation period.
87% of all source IPs exhibited Mirai’s special way of crafting packets, thus making this particular IoT malware family the dominant
player and most relevant phenomena in the IoT malware arena. For
this reason, we have made Mirai and its variants the focus of the
discussion in this paper.
Netflows. The above two datasets provide a view which malware strains are currently deployed at which IoT device around the
world. To also understand what these devices are actually doing and
how the support infrastructure works we also make use of netflows
from a Tier 1 network operator. To preserve the privacy of the end
users, the source and destination IP addresses are masked using the
prefix-preserving anonymization scheme presented in [43], proven
to be semantically secure. This AES masking key is only known to
the operator, which does provide us with a mapping of IP addresses
that attacked us to their anonymized counterparts. The data access
procedure was cleared with the corresponding protection authority
of the operator. This setup protects the identity of particular clients,
but at the same time does allow us to understand in which networks
and countries particular variants are raging.

5

ATTACKING A LOW ENTROPY PRNG

Although the PRNG of Mirai is relatively simple, it creates good
quality output. The cycle length has a period of 296 − 1 and the
output passes the Dieharder test suite [7, 14]. Still, LFSRs are not
equivalent to cryptographic RNGs and inherently vulnerable, and
the lack of a suitable output transformation effectively leaks the
internal state via the generated randomness. If enough consecutive
bits become observable, it allows the prediction of future results.
The LFSR used within Mirai depends on four internal statekeeping variables, which means that if we were to learn four consecutive random values we could predict all future ones. Observing

four complete consecutive values is however impossible, since the
rand_next() function is used not only in the packet generation
but also elsewhere, and the 32-bit output is truncated to 16-bits
when setting the IP ID or source port. If we were to obtain two
Mirai scan packets back-to-back, we would thus learn twice 32 bit
RNG output from the destination IP and twice 16 bits from the IP
ID. However, as IP addresses are hit randomly, it is unlikely that
two consecutive packets hit our telescope or honeypots. Still, as
two subsequent calls to rand_next() are used in the creation of a
single packet, we can efficiently confirm a correct state guess as the
likelihood to obtain a 32-bit and a 16-bit match is vanishingly low.
Attacking the seed. Any PRNG is only as good as the entropy
it has been seeded with. Even a cryptographically-strong PRNG
can be broken when initialized with (largely) predictable data. Such
insufficient entropy is another problem in Mirai’s home-grown
design. Upon startup of the thread, the router fills the internal state
variables with four values: (1) the epoch in seconds, (2) the process
ID, (3) the parent process ID, and (4) the number of clock ticks since
the program was launched. In theory, the combination of these
four values could provide 94 bits of entropy on a 32 bit system. In
practice however, the entropy of the random numbers is lower due
to a number of conceptual and implementation mistakes:
• time(NULL) returns the time in seconds since January 1,
1970. As Mirai immediately starts to send packets at a high
rate, the startup time will be very close to the time of the
first arriving packets, especially in a telescope. Even if we
very conservatively assume that the device has been infected
for 24h before we see the first packet, this would imply a
mere 16 bits of entropy. Our measurements have shown this
to be much shorter in practice, with the first attack packets
reaching us on average within 15 min after startup.
• Before the RNG is initialized, the process is forked to create
a dedicated thread for scanning. As a fork is essentially the
start of a new program, the number of clock ticks elapsed
starts at 0 for the child process. By the time the RNG is seeded,
only four instructions have been executed. This reduces 32
bits of potential entropy to just a handful of bits. In glibc prior
to version 2.18 which is frequently used in IoT devices, the
resolution of clock() was limited to a granularity of 10,000
ticks. Thus, possible values at this stage in the program are
either 0 or 10,000, reducing the entropy to just 1 bit.
• The state y is set to the process ID XORed with the parent
process ID. While both process IDs are 15 bits, the combination of both also has 15 bits of entropy.
Due to these issues the 94-bit seed has in practice only 32 bits
of entropy. We can analytically derive which bits in the four registers actually contain entropy, however given that LFSRs can be
efficiently computed, it is trivial to brute force the remaining 32
bits and evaluate the sequence to find a value pair where the 16
bits used in the source port and window size matches the output.
As the source port and window size only provide the last 16 bits
generated, multiple seeds in our search space will generate these
numbers in correct succession. To verify which of the matching
combinations is the actual seed, we can generate the sequence
of numbers and verify if this matches packets coming into the
telescope. In these sequences we can identify whether an IP ID and
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MIORI
MIRAI
JOSHO
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Table 2: Unique hosts for the top 10 advertised botnets.
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destination IP address are generated consecutively, and repeat the
process until we have only one candidate seed left which is the right
seed. In most cases, we only have to generate the sequence until
the first IP address in order to find the correct seed. Generating
the sequence until the first observed IP address is a process that
will terminate for the correct seed, but for incorrect seeds it will
run in the worst case indefinitely. The number of steps we have
to take depends on the statistical likelihood to be hit by a Mirai
infected device, and as our telescope contains more than 216 IP
addresses, a fully random scan would target one of our IPs after on
average 215 steps. For 99% certainty that a seed is not correct we
can stop our verification if it does not generate the first observed
combination from the telescope within 225 steps. Program execution
can therefore be halted soon without potentially loosing candidate
solutions, and yields the seed within 100 milliseconds.

6

MIRAI’S BATTLE OVER THE IOT

The attack on the random number generator and the ability to
efficiently compute the seed value allows us to characterize the
current state and behavior of Mirai infections worldwide. When
receiving scan and brute-forcing attempts into our telescope and
honeypots, we can determine the exact moment when a particular
IoT device was infected. Since packets have the same random source
port and window size, we can relate all subsequent interactions to
a particular infection of which we know the variant type from the
honeypot interactions. Finally, as soon as no further connection
attempts appear within the expected inter-arrival time, we can tag
the device as cleaned again, due to a reboot or being patched by the
owner. We will use this method to look at the lifetime of infections,
first the infection characteristics in general, and second operational
aspects such as the regional biases and other modifications that
have been introduced into the source code by later botmasters.
In total, we received scanning and credential brute forcing from
203,920 hosts that matched the Mirai fingerprint. This number is
significantly lower than the peak size of Mirai in 2017 [8], but we
find a similar total number as the 200,000 - 300,000 reported by
[8]. While our honeypots would welcome any telnet traffic, we see
that with 87% of all telnet compromization attempts, Mirai and its
siblings are the dominant player in the IoT malware arena. Table 2
lists the top variants and how many hosts were observed in our
study, the largest one infecting more than 75,000 hosts. We have
identified 39 variants in total, with only the top 10 being advertised
from more than 2,000 hosts during the duration of our study. The
full list of variants covered in this paper is in the appendix.
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Figure 5: Marketshare of advertised variants.

6.1

Infection characteristics

As Mirai spreads as a worm, the growth of the infections is in
principle exponential, but is naturally bounded by the total number
of vulnerable machines. After the rapid expansion, the infection
will therefore reach a steady state or die out depending on the
parameters of injection and curing. Indeed, Antonakakis et al. [8]
show that Mirai rapidly grew in size at the beginning, but after
a while the total number of infected devices fluctuated between
200,000 and 300,000. When we measure Mirai a year later, we still
find the ecosystem of Mirai-infected IoT devices in a steady state,
except the infected population having significantly decreased.
Epidemiologically speaking, the memory-bound infection follows a mixed SIS (Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) or SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) process [28]. When we measure the infection rate, we see that on average 27,182 devices are newly infected
each day with a standard deviation of 18, 381. With the curing rate
being almost identical – 26, 757 devices are cleaned up every day
with 19,153 as standard deviation –, it is clear why the ecosystem
is in a steady state. We empirically determine a basic reproduction
number of R 0 = 1.0033, which is surprisingly low given the aggressive scanning and infection behavior, and barely enough for the
worm to sustain itself. As Mirai targets IPs randomly, it is highly
unlikely for pockets of undiscovered, vulnerable devices to still
exist, hence new infections can only come from newly introduced
vulnerable devices or from taking over devices from someone else.
Indeed, we find that the battle over the Internet of Things is
largely a zero-sum game, with significantly fluctuating market
shares between variants. Figure 5 shows the distribution of infected
devices over the largest botnets, which surprisingly shows that the
original Mirai is today only one player among many, and variants
that evolved from it have gained significant market share. Surprisingly so, this competition between Mirai variants has received only
little attention to date. When we count the number of devices infected by a particular strain at any given moment in time, we see
momentary explosions in activity, where suddenly a lot of hosts get
newly infected by a variant. As shown in figure 6, this is especially
true for smaller strains such as Cult, MASUTA or OWARI, but even
the main players in the ecosystem experience frequent jolts in installation size. These spikes are counterintuitive, as brute forcing
from thousands of infected hosts towards random IPs should lead
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Figure 6: Lifetime distribution of variants over time, normalized per variant. Red shows peak per hour, blue shows little hosts
being infected by the variant.
to a continuous influx of new infections, and can be explained with
the loaders and reboots as we show later.
6.1.1 Transitions between botnets. While new IoT devices are constantly being added to the Internet, awareness and improved security (such as omitting open admin interfaces or default credentials)
should over time reduce the attack surface. This would mean that in
order to increase their botnet, botmasters could in the long run only
grow by compromising existing devices, potentially already under
the control of another botmaster. Indeed, we already observe this,
with infections rarely occurring on “fresh” devices and 88.5% of all
new infections on systems that have been exploited previously.
Evidently, botmasters do not want to share an infected device
with other botnets, so when a botnet infects a device, one of its
first actions is to kill processes such as telnet and ssh that can be
used to infect this device. While this ensures that the device cannot
be accessed after infection, once the infection is removed from the
device – typically after a reboot – it will be vulnerable again. Such
reinfections happen comparatively fast, the average duration to be
reinfected is 1 day and 9 hours, with a standard deviation of 4 days
and 7 hours. We determined the type of device based on daily IPv4
banner grabs from Shodan and Censys. Surprisingly, we see that
routers frequently reset in practice, and remain infected only on
average 12 hours (standard deviation 89 hours). Still, takeovers can
happen if the telnet port was not exposed to TCP port 23 but to
port 2323. While Mirai brute forces on both ports, it only eliminates
programs listening on port 23. These devices can hence be “stolen”
from other adversaries.
Figure 7a shows such takeover behavior for one example device.
The device is reset on multiple occasions, indicated by the red triangles, but is almost immediately being reinfected. From the figure
we see that this particular device is mostly re-infected with the
same malware, but frequently another variant takes over. In the
time between reboot and reinfection, IoT devices are up for grabs.
Figure 8 shows the transition behavior between infections for all
devices after a reboot for four of the major variants encountered.
It shows that botnets do at a global scale lose some IoT devices towards other major players, however in most cases the re-infections
happen with the same malware strain. This is made possible as
successful login attempts are reported to the C&C server, thus providing the botmaster with a list of good credentials and facilitating

easy reinfection. This feature was already part of the original Mirai.
As the reinfections by the same malware are so successful however,
it might be the case that botmasters actually use the alive pings
sent to the C&C server to monitor whether a device is still active
or has dropped off to infect the device again. By monitoring and
reinfecting devices in this manner, they could preempt another
botnet from taking over the device. While we do find indications
for this hypothesis given that the average time for a device to be
re-infected with the same malware is only 1.5 hours as opposed to
the average infection time of 1 day and 9 hours, it is impossible to
prove this conclusively by merely observing the ecosystem.
Figure 8 however also shows that a large portion of devices are
never infected again after cleanup, denoted by an edge going to
the “end” node. As it is unlikely for a device to not be invaded or
re-infected, the device is most likely secured by its owner. In total,
175k devices are infected by only one variant over the duration of
this study, whereas 28k devices were taken over at least once.
Without information about “infectable” devices, the only way
for botnets to locate victims is based on port scanning. As Mirai
performs scanning based on randomly-chosen candidate IPs, the
largest botnets should be most likely to find these restarted devices
to add them to their network, and would therefore need the least
time to find and infect a device that has just been cleaned up by
another malware. Figure 9 shows the probability density function
for different variants, and shows that the larger the variant, the
quicker it takes over a device. Size does matter: we find a strong
negative correlation between the original size of a botnet and the
time it takes to accumulate new devices and grow, that with a
Pearson coefficient of -0.501 (p < 0.01) is able to explain half of the
difference in infection behavior between strains.
6.1.2 Concurrent infections. To gain exclusivity over a device, the
Mirai malware shuts down all processes running on port 22, 23 and
80, and binds itself to these ports to prevent other processes from
doing so. While this is an effective way of keeping others out, it does
not fully eliminate the possibility of other bots attacking certain
devices. As telnet is a protocol that receives much unsolicited traffic
[18], network operators sometimes bind their telnet not to port
23, but to port 2323. The original Mirai takes this into account
by scanning port 2323 in every 10th scanning packet. While the
scanning part takes this into account, the port killing part of the

(a) Devices get cleaned up and get reinfected by the same malware
variant, until another variant takes over on the restart of a device.

(b) Concurrent infections on 1 IP. The first started 10 days before the
second, in mid Jan our setup launched and registered both variants.

Figure 7: Infections over time against IP addresses, every plot is a distinct IP address. Green triangles denote a new infection
(based on source port/ window size), red triangles mark the end of an infection.
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Figure 8: Device transitions between botnets in percentage
of out-degree over the entire data collection period.

Figure 9: Probability density function of the time for a variant to take over a device previously “owned” by another.

source code does not. Therefore, devices using port 2323 as their
telnet port will continue to present an open port even after infection.
Figure 7b shows a host being infected with two variants at the same
time, XWIFZ and AKUMA, before restarting and getting infected
afterwards with other variants. In total, we observe 8.9% of the total
infected devices being infected by multiple variants at one time.
Note that this behavior is the result of a co-infection and not of two
devices behind a NAT, when the packet generation of both stop
simultaneously. In [21], we further elaborate on the issue of NATs
and show how the faulty RNG can be used to identify NATs, and
thus can be used to quantify IP churn across the Internet.

While this oversight in the Mirai source code transfers to most of
its descendants, several malware authors put in effort to understand
the inner workings and have removed this oversight from their
code base. When looking at the variants present on concurrently
infected devices, we can identify several variants that do succeed in
killing their competitors and locking them out. While MIORI and
JOSHO are present on 5680 and 3726 concurrently infected devices,
we find no rivals when MASUTA and SORA are running, showing
them to be more effective in stopping competition.
6.1.3 Compatibility of Malware. While botnet size has a significant
influence on its ability to infect new victims, we also see major
differences in infection characteristics between different countries
and autonomous systems (ASes). Figure 10a shows the duration a
particular strain has control over a given device until it reboots, for
a selection of ASes which more than 1,000 compromised devices.
While the average duration of an infection is relatively short, there
are major outliers where a large share of IoT malware can hold on
to devices for up to a week or longer. As can be seen on the box
plots, average values of infection times are not a good measure to
understand the behavior of IoT malware, given the sheer number of
these outliers and their deviation from the mean. Not only are the
distributions highly heterogeneous, but we see also the emergence
of clusters, indicating that there are groups with similar behavior.
We can clarify this behavior better if we look at infection characteristics not only from the perspective of the victim device, but
in symbiosis with a particular malware strain. Figure 10b breaks
down the infection duration for one of the ASes with large outliers. Here, we see that the time a particular malware strain holds
a device captive is vastly different. In case of AS9121, MIORI and
MASUTA are largely unsuccessful in maintaining a foothold and
devices reboot on average after 106 and 32 minutes. The fact that
in 99% of cases neither malware runs longer than 239 minutes on
vulnerable IoT devices within this AS before the device resets and is
later infected by something else, suggests some incompatibility of
this malware or the way it is used with a particular type of host predominantly used in this network. We can rule out that this behavior
is the result of coordinated cleanup activities or some centralized
reboots due to a power outage, as devices eventually and at different times fall victim again. As we see from the graph, it appears
that JOSHO is a more suitable IoT malware for this AS, while the
best performance is achieved by Hajime with an average infection
duration 9 times larger than the average for this AS, and even the
shorter Hajime infections outperforming the best performers of

(a) Infection times per AS with more than 1,000 infections, showing
large differences between the infection times of different ASes.

(b) Infection times of different variants on AS9121, showing large
differences of variants within ASes.

Figure 10: Infection times of different ASes and variants.
the other IoT malware by far. We find similar heterogeneity for
many ASes and malware types. It seems that malware frequently
causes issues, and reboots of IoT devices can be attributed not just
to external influences (user reboots, power outages, updates, etc.)
but to a significant degree to the malware itself.

6.2

Customization and Evolution

Different types of malware seem to work better or worse depending
on the AS devices are located in. Once an IoT device reboots, it is
just a matter of time before it is re-discovered and reinfected. As
shown previously, the larger a botnet is, the faster it can locate
routers to potentially infect. This makes it hard for new botnets
to enter the “market” and compete successfully for vulnerable devices. In response to this, it would make sense for botmasters to
customize their strategy where to look for victims, and localize
productive niches to exploit [10]. Such customization could on the
one hand be done by only targeting the address space of particular
ASes, or on the other hand be done based on curating credential
lists. Using open-source intelligence, actors could identify default
username/password combinations for devices that occur frequently
but are not so mainstream that other botmasters might target them.
6.2.1 Regional biases. One way of creating a niche in which a
botnet can thrive is by targeting devices not in demand by others.
In the case of Mirai, which sole attack vector is the use of weak
credentials, the way to target new devices would be the addition of
new username and password combinations which no other variant
uses. An effective approach would be to include credentials that
are used by a significant number of devices as their default. With
devices such as routers deployed in bulk by telecom operators to
their customers, the location of these devices can be heavily biased to a region. When a variant targets such a device, it would
therefore grow its influence in a specific geographic location. In
figure 11, the distribution per country is plotted for different Mirai variants. The biggest botnets, MIORI and Mirai, occur widely.
Others however, such as AKUMA and MASUTA, are heavily biased
to Japan and Vietnam respectively. This imbalance stems from the
credentials: AKUMA includes 17 unique username and password
combinations not seen in other variants, among which the combination “admin,oelinux123”. This combination is targeted at the

Figure 11: Regional infections per variant, normalized over
the total number of seen IoT devices in a country. Several
show heavy biases, mainly due to targeted password lists.

EE 4GEE HH70 ROUTER, which is a mobile WiFi router especially
popular in Japan. Masuta on the other hand has only one unique
combination: “root,00000”, the default credentials used to login to
an old DVR. After adding this, the MASUTA botnet took over 2645
hosts in Vietnam in one single day, growing their botnet by a factor
4 from 810 infected to 3455 hosts.
6.2.2 Increasing your market share. Specializing on ASes pays off
when one is able to find networks with a large number of vulnerable
devices. After the initial foothold, variants seem to be effective in
maintaining the majority share of an AS, making the initial foothold
even more important. Botmasters can optimize their botnet for certain ASes by changing the credential list, and removing those that
will not be successful as bots execute a limited number of login
attempts. By doing so, the effectiveness in other ASes might be
impacted due to the deletion of important credentials. For MIORI,
Mirai and JOSHO, we have observed infected devices belonging
to the same variant from several ASes brute forcing our honeypots using different password lists, showing that malware authors
diversify and launch different versions to maximize effectiveness.

Name
MASUTA
Cult
OWARI
daddyl33t
XWIFZ
dwickedgod
MIORI
MIRAI
HAJIME
JOSHO
OBJPRN

R
-0.064
-0.086
-0.120
-0.124
-0.140
-0.170
-0.172
-0.179
-0.188
-0.206
-0.663

p
<0.1
<0.05
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Table 3: Correlation between botnet size and its growth.

R

p

Frontier Communications of America Inc.
asn for Heilongjiang Provincial Net of CT
Ratt Internet Kapacitet i Sverige AB
Bredband2 AB
Bredbandsson AB

-0.519
-0.511
-0.501
-0.484
-0.475

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Viettel Group
OPTAGE Inc.
Jupiter Telecommunications Co. Ltd.
Jupiter Telecommunication Co. Ltd
NTT Communications Corporation

-0.129
-0.127
-0.123
-0.119
-0.104

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.01

Table 4: Correlation between the size of an AS and its growth,
ordered by coefficient for the top and bottom 5 ASes.

Figure 12: Passwords adoption between variants. Outgoing
edges denote a credential adoption, edges are colored in the
color of the variant they came from.
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Another way to grow a botnet is by better targeting the scanning activity towards vulnerable devices. While Mirai chose to
send packets to either port 23, or with 10% probability to 2323, we
observe botmasters removing either one of the two to make the
scan more focused towards one port. Removing 2323 does in theory
make sense, as Shodan reports there are more than 20 times as
many devices on port 23 than on 2323. We classify a host actively
avoiding a port when we have observed 44 packets but none on
the considered port, as this gives us a 99% chance the port should
have been observed, and find that mainly variants of Mirai and
JOSHO avoiding port 2323 with 7484 and 4558 hosts only scanning
23. On the other hand, we find 105 hosts belonging to MASUTA
only targeting port 2323. For hosts avoiding port 2323, we find no
difference in distribution over ASes.
6.2.3 Watching and learning from your competitors. If such strategies are fruitful and actors are aware of the success, we would assume those with a competitive advantage to proliferate. As unique
passwords are one success factor, we tracked how Mirai variants
introduced new credentials during our study, and whether others
would adopt these combinations to their own code base.
Figure 12 shows password adoption behavior of the largest Mirai variants, and the smaller but particularly noteworthy strains
MM and OBJORN. The size of the connections shows the amount
of passwords that get transferred from one to the other, with the
color of the edge denoting the variant that pioneered the password. What immediately springs out is that all variants except
Mirai engage in password adoption, but that the two largest botnets
predominantly operate on credentials they have pioneered themselves. Mirai does not introduce external credentials at all and the
other large player MIORI borrows a minor share only from Mirai.

SORA
23-01-2018

23-01-2018

23-01-2018 23-01-2018
Time (Hours)

23-01-2018

0.00

Figure 13: Infection distribution for AS4134 per hour, in percentage of infected devices per variant. The AS is highly
dominated by MIORI, others only hold a small percentage.

Overall, smaller botnets are generally much more likely to pick up
passwords (MATOS/MM/OBJPRN) rather than being innovative
on their own. Even more surprisingly, we see that copying behavior follows some form of hierarchy. The large botnets only feed
from other large botnets but not smaller ones. There are also clear
preferred relationships, for instance passwords used in the variant
Cult predominantly originate from JOSHO.
6.2.4 Keeping the net alive. If a large botnet is amassed, the wormlike structure of the botnet should ideally be able to sustain the loss
of devices by growing at least as fast as they decay. The authors
in [8] refer to this as the stable state and find that at the end of
their measurement period, the overall size of the Mirai botnet was
shrinking. When looking at the different strains, we also observe
all variants to shrink over time, and there is an overall negative
correlation between the size of a botnet and its growth (r = -0.16, p <
0.01). Table 3 shows these correlations per variant and shows large
differences between the variants, where large ones such as Mirai,
MIORI and JOSHO are below average, but others such as OBJPRN
are much less likely to survive. The survival rate of a botnet seems
to be dependent on the time it takes for bots to find a victim to brute
force, giving a correlation of r = -0.516 with p = .02 between the

Figure 14: In Mirai’s loading infrastructure, bots identify devices where they can log in (1). These are then reported to a
loading server (2), which then performs the infection (3).

correlation scores in Table 3 and the average time between brute
force attempts on our honeypots from a single infected host.
Table 4 shows the growth rates of the top and bottom performing
ASes in our study. We confirm the findings by [8], who showed a
decline in the number of bots on certain ASes. We have not observed
ASes with a positive correlation between the amount of infected
devices and the growth of this number. This shows that the botnets
are slowly losing their grip on the IoT devices.
6.2.5 Loading infrastructure. Devices infected by Mirai are used
to scan the Internet to help infect new devices by brute forcing
passwords. After the correct credentials are found and the device
has logged in, the credentials are sent to a server responsible for
the infection of new devices [8, 26]. Figure 14 shows this process.
By making a centralized server responsible for the infection, it is
easier to update the software loaded onto new devices, or customize
infections if new devices are discovered.
Identifying these loading infrastructures is trivial, as they always
immediately provide the correct credentials when they log in to our
honeypots, and never input false credentials. If infections would
occur from the infected devices themselves, these would need at
least several tries to guess the correct combination before loading
the malware onto the device. By identifying the bot that has successfully brute forced the password that is later sent by the loading
infrastructure, we are able to identify which variant connects to
which loading IP address. Figure 15 shows IP addresses used for
loading the malware on devices and the bot variant responsible for
letting the server know the correct password. Each colored circle
represents a loading server, where the color indicates the variant it
spreads and the size the number of installations it does respectively.
Individual dots mark the IP address of an infected device, the line
to a circle which loading server it provided the credentials to. The
color of the line represents the malware variant the infected IP had
at that moment. We find that XWIFZ and AKUMA both use a large
number of loading servers relative to other malware strains. Even
more surprisingly, we see that a large portion of this infrastructure base is shared, as either a bot of AKUMA or XWIFZ has brute
forced a password correctly before one of these loaders logged in.
For MIRAI we can observe a few small clusters, using the variant
name MIRAI as its loader, while in the original source code [4] the
loader for MIRAI identified itself with the ECCHI string, which
means that actors also adapt the software in the backend.
Almost all variants use centralized loading servers, and are therefore prone to takedowns and IP-based blocking of enabling infrastructure. To limit the risk of a takedown or block, botmasters might
opt to regularly change their loading infrastructure by using for example DNS. In practice however, we do not see this behavior in any

Figure 15: Identified loading servers for several variants.
Edges denote successful brute force attempts and are colored
by the variant of the brute-forcing bot.
centralized variant, as identified loading servers have been active
over the entire period our honeypots were active. Only two variants
have significantly changed their loading infrastructure, and use
the bots not only to scan but also to perform the infection, making
these botnets significantly harder to block. One of these botnets,
identified by eight random characters as variant name, spreads its
loading servers throughout the network and cycles them around,
making it hard to identify and block these loading servers.
Mirai’s source code included the original loader used by Mirai, which consequently was copied by its descendants. As with
the password lists, the loading code has been altered by some of
the variants to remove indicators from the issued commands [3].
Alterations include the original ECCHI variant string, file names
created on the system, but also the entire loading procedure. These
alterations extend into the commands issued by the bots after a
compromisation, where some variants already request more data
from the device such as the "/proc/mounts" file. Table 5 shows the
changes made by different variant authors in these criteria, and
shows that full customization is rare. Additionally, the last two
loader services shown in figure 15 change their command structure
over time. We first identify the server “RBGLZ;rm;ACWCD” as
variant ACWCD, but over time the server changes the loader code
and its identifier. The loader server for “rm;daddyl33t” behaves
the same, first identifying with daddyl33t, and later changing the
commands sent from the infrastructure. Curiously, both modified
the identification string to include a command.
6.2.6 Honeypot evasion. In our discussion of the source code, we
have pointed out that Mirai skipped over IP addresses it randomly
generated if they would fall within a particular range. The original
Mirai blocked probes to multicast ranges or invalid addresses, such
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XWIFZ
RipPEEP
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✓
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✓
✓
✓
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✓

✓
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✓
✓
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✓
✓
✓
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✓
✓
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✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

A

✓
✓
✓

Enter.

✓
✓
✓

Cloud

✓
✓
✓

Network
authors1 /16
authors2 /16
authors3 /16
165.227/16
167.99/16
172.31/16

Home

A

ki
ru

A

Table 5: Changes in bot and loader code across variants from
the original Mirai source code.

80.114/16
83.172/16

✓
✓

Table 6: Honeypot locations hit by variants of Mirai.

as 0.0.0.0/8, as well as selected large organizational networks
such as the Department of Defense and the US Postal Service.
In order to remain undetected, and in an effort to speed up the
scanning process by skipping known IP addresses that are not of
interest, adversaries can update the blacklist to include these IP
ranges. To quantify to which extent malware variants update and
utilize blacklisting, we distributed our honeypot agents in 8 different
/16 networks assigned to Internet Service Providers, public clouds
and one enterprise network. By comparing incoming probes across
the different ranges coming from the same source during the same
infection period, we can quantify which Mirai variants update and
customize their blacklists. Table 6 lists a selection of variants and
the ranges we have observed them at. We clearly see that the largest
malware MIRAI, MIORI or JOSHO show no discriminative behavior,
but that smaller variants such as OWARI selectively exclude the
enterprise range. Cloud providers are attractive across all variants,
even though one would not expect to find many IoT devices in these
networks. The ranges of DigitalOcean (165.227/16 and 169.99/16)
are for example not excluded by any single variant.
This blacklisting behavior indicates that adversaries are conscious about where to find victims or where their activities might
be monitored. Multiple variants perform evasion, and the ranges
they evade are similar, which could mean that all of these actors
either research where infrastructure is located, or that locations are
shared among actors. While the first reason is hard to verify, we
have found evidence of these lists being shared online [6], labeled
with the exact institutions or organizations these ranges belong to.
Additionally, a plethora of blocklists that can be readily put into
source code exist online, which block major ranges of the Internet.
Verifying Blocklists. We verify whether a variant blacklists
additional IP addresses in two ways: First, as Mirai’s target selection
merely skips generated IP addresses if the target appears on the list,

we can use this feature and our ability to efficiently bruteforce the
seed to selectively test which blacklist an actor is using. Whenever
IP addresses are skipped the state of the RNG is advanced, and we
can now test whether we can break the seed and reproduce the
sequence of probing packets given one of the lists we could locate
online. Second, we use netflows from a Tier-1 operator to verify
that the bots do indeed never probe the particular IP ranges.
We find that some of the botmasters go the extra mile of updating
this part of the Mirai source code. Akiru, OWARI, RBGLZ and SORA
have adopted customized blacklists, whereas MIORI, AKUMA and
JOSHO all run with the original Mirai algorithm. Especially larger
variants are not homogeneous, and there exist not just one version
that identifies itself as Mirai. 93% of all hosts infected by Mirai
are running the original source, but 7% have adapted lists. Even
within these, we find differences in behavior, with some of them
blacklisting some of the ranges we monitor but not others, while
some versions block more extensively.

7

LIMITATIONS

In order to be detected by us, infected devices had to connect to
either our telescope or one of our 7,500 honeypots. As discussed
above, Mirai and its variants employ a blacklist, and it is possible
that there are variants that do not connect to any of the eight /16
networks we were present in. To assess potential blind spots, the
Tier1 operator collected the set of IP addresses that showed brute
forcing behavior on telnet on a given day, which we compared
against the list of hosts that brute forced us that day. This revealed
2.9% additional IP addresses that were targeting host on the Internet
via telnet but not present in our analysis, thus our study provides
an almost complete picture of telnet brute forcing, and with Mirai
accounting for 87% also a solid assessment of the Mirai ecosystem.
For this study, we define a malware as Mirai-based given distinct
features in the packet generation process, such as a TCP sequence
number - IP match, as well as the fixed window size and IP ID
fixed for the session. While later botmasters copied the original
Mirai source code, they also introduced modifications. These were
functional in nature, to introduce new features or avoid certain
ranges. It is possible that some modified the packet generation
itself, for example randomizing every header value with a RNG
not related to the original one. These variants are not part of our
analysis as they would not stand out based on structural features.
Given that the netflows reveal only very few IP addresses going
after telnet but not in our honeypot dataset, indicates that such
deep modification would occur rarely if at all.

8

CONCLUSION

After the source code of the Mirai botnet was shared, many new
actors have sprung up to take advantage of misconfigured IoT
devices. In this work, we exploited a flaw in the design and entropy
of Mirai’s RNG, allowing us to track the exact infection time of
a host as well as track how infections are evolving. We observe
a continuous battle over the Internet of Things among different
strains. We find that these IoT botnets on their own are not selfsustaining, and that the success of malware variants depends on
their installation size, but also in how well they seem adapted to
occupy specific niches of vulnerable devices.
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APPENDIX
List of Mirai variants covered in this paper
’MIORI’, ’MIRAI’, ’OWARI’, ’OOMGA’, ’MATOS’, ’PUTIN’, ’AKUMA’,
’NGRLS’, ’dwickedgod’, ’EXTENDO’, ’MMIKKI’, ’MASUTA’, ’RipPEEP’,
’JOSHO’, ’sunless’, ’TSUYOI’, ’RBGLZ’, ’chmod’, ’ASUNA’, ’OBJPRN’,
’XWIFZ’, ’QBOTV1’, ’satori’, ’daddyl33t’, ’FREEPEIN’, ’HHHH’,
’MEMES’, ’MM’, ’HAJIME’, variant that identifies itself with ’8 Randomized characters’, ’WICKED’, ’KATRINA’, ’kkuuaassaa’, ’AKIRU’,
’SORA’, ’Cult’, ’Zeus’, ’Word’, ’REKAI’

